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Information Technology Services
Steve Fleagle
CIO

Enterprise Services
Tim Evans
Senior IT Director

Service Management & Support
Tracy Scott, Director

Enterprise Client Management
Tim Wolf, Mgr.

Messaging and Collaboration
Ryan Lenger, Mgr.

Enterprise Technology Management
File, Print, Storage, Digital Signs, etc.

Brad O’Meara, Mgr.

Business Services
Virginia Drake, Lead
Tammie Brady (50%)

Unified Communications
Vicki Donovan
Liz Knight
Wendy Wortman

ITS Help Desk
Jamie Matthews, Mgr.

Software Licensing
Tracey Schmidt

Larger Scale Applications
Kerri Mead, Team Lead
.Net
Harrison Gladden, Tech Lead
Chris Bibbem
Nick Goodman
Yan Li
Vanessa Weisskopf
Java
Andrew Rinner, Tech Lead
Jeremy Dombrock
*Brian Finley
Raaj Remesh

Web Development/CMS
Brian Dickey, Team Lead
Drupal
Rick Porter, Tech Lead
Danielle Kemper
Alan Ridgway
Joe Whitstt

Smaller Scale Applications
Steve Bowers, Team Lead
PHP/FMP
Ted Fitzgerald, Tech Lead
*Mark Howe
Varsha Kavade
Jason Lin
Dustin McMeans
Antha Prudhvi
*Bob Ramsey

Native Mobile Apps
*Brian Finley
*Mark Howe

Rich Internet Apps
*Bob Ramsey
Derek Siebert

Web Development/CMS
Brian Dickey, Team Lead

Storage & Print Services
Laurie Hafner-Dahms – Lead
Ryan West

SCCM, Digital Signage
Jessica Richardson

Software Licensing
Tracey Schmidt

Larger Scale Applications
Kerri Mead, Team Lead
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Yan Li
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Smaller Scale Applications
Steve Bowers, Team Lead
PHP/FMP
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*Mark Howe
Varsha Kavade
Jason Lin
Dustin McMeans
Antha Prudhvi
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Native Mobile Apps
*Brian Finley
*Mark Howe

Rich Internet Apps
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Derek Siebert

*represents staff listed multiple times due to roles and responsibilities

Extended Support
Shawn Potter, Mgr.
Chris Olough-Team Lead
Anir Banerjee
Bobby Furniture
Amir Bekrarezadeh
Mike Jenn
Isaac Lewis
Jodi Scholl
Dan Malloy-Team Lead
Ben Hetz-Team Lead
Kayla Bishop
Adam Burden
Hunter Got
Kimberly Keister
Eric Schneider
Eric Grimes-Team Lead
Todd Avatter
Katie Batonishment
Robert Morris
Jon Yates

Andy Evans-Team Lead
Mike Hendrickson
Griffin Idelman
Kris Thompson
Trevor Timperley
Spencer Wikert
John Winget

Could Lund Team Lead
Justus DeWall
Jon Liles
Greg Saunders
Will Brown
Eric Higgins-Freeze

Melissa Lawrence-Team Lead
JH Service Center
Tim Barker
Gina Swift
Trent Petersen-Team Lead

Justin Pooley
Scott Shaw
Darin Thompson
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Enterprise Client Management
Tim Wolf, Mgr.
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SQL Server
Nick Nelson
Scott Sutzler
Jason Wolcott
Jacob Ricke, Lead
Ashley Glassberg
Adam Fajnor
Tyler Meier
Seth Wagner
Jeremy Grisby,
Student Lead
~30 student staff
Ryan Kerns, 2nd Shift,
On-Call Lead
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